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THe COVER Experts in the field of $Qund end vibration are face to Ieee with. problem 
~uli8r to twentleth·century civiliUlion - NOISE We h_, from III dir«tions, of the 
.tflcU of noise pollution upon ttle well·baing of the generll public. We r&COgnlze 
liso Ih.1 nOI511 can ba.n indicator of !touble,.n element of d.nger, or. I'TIask to COllIr 
desired inforl'Tlation. In order 10 mitIgate nOIse, we mU$lllV.lulte its effectl by per-
10rmil'19 me;l$Uriments end studying the efficiency 01 noi$ll-r&duction elforts. Mosl 
desir.ble in noise studilli is .n .bilitY to make ,"$lint IIIIllullions through (1I1·time 
measurements. Our cover depicts some 1Ir1. of concern to the public, to II'Ig,"lIrs, .nd 
to ttle go .... rnment . GA hopes thlt its IlIe$l contribution, thl GA 1921 Aeel·Time 
Anelyzar, will help ISI.bhsh new st.ndards for alloWlible noise IlIIIels, improve mechanl' 
cal desIgns, and contribute to tha hlllllh Ind saletv of III people, 

A lecent article in Ihe National Confel ' 
ence of Slandards Laborato ries NCSL News· 
leIte' asked the question "00 specifications 
leally specify?" Editors 0 1 several trade joul ' 
r\ills also have been bealing the drums to start 
a parade fo r clear and UodeceptlV9 specifica· 
lions. A most impor tant point raised was re
flected in tha comment " . .. bad SPOCS 
drive out 11000 ones," 

The sublett o f specifications Is one that is 
very sensitive 10 the economic feelings o f In· 
s lrumem manufocturers. Specifications ale 
Ihe links lhal form the bond between pro· 
ducer and customer That bond is only as 
strong liS lhe weakes t link. which could 6<lsily 
be a speci ficat ion that is not atlaina.ble or can 
bI! mel only under controlled (bu t not s.peci· 
f ied) ci rcumstances. 

A link can be found weak fo r other 
f6<lSOOS. one of which is use o f unclear or 
s trange language. Lack o f definitions fo r 
special lerminology employed In some fields 
of Inst rumentation technology is. too often, 
the root of the evil of ambiguous wording. 
Another weakness rTIIIY arise in the choice of 
tolerances. these c.n be based upon octual 
production test results with. c lear under
standing , or expression, of the Slandard devia· 
tions of the basic test data. Unfortunately, no 
standard,zed approech exists wi th which 
ffiilnufactu rln ffiilY comply and the CUS10mer 
is left , 100 ohen, to determine how accurate· 
Iy 8 tolerance has been derived. 

More thought is requi red . both of custom
er and producer, which will lead to a recogni· 
tion of whal is good. wha t i, necessary. and 
what Is suff icient in presanlingspec:ifications. 
General Rad,o has pandered the problem of 
specifications fo r ffiilny yftilrs and, in its own 
way. has tr ied to presenl to the cuslomer 
what it believes is a true specification for in· 
strumeot penorffiilnce. We wonder some· 
times whether we mighl say less. or more. in 
presenting a parameter for instrument per. 
10fffiilnce? Perhaps our readers ha .... some 
thoughts on thesubjec;t? 

C. E . Whi te 
Edi tor 
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New-Generation Acoustical Analyzer 
A sound and vlbflltlon 8naly~et. conceived as a third.gencralion answer to analysis and Inletp(etalion 

of an increasingly complax environment on land, under sea, and in the air. This prodigy gives llJ~aye 
spectrum analysis from 3. 15 Hz to 80 kHz and employs II unique digitakietec1ion technique 10 achieve 
performance ul'Iallainable with analog irl$trumenl$. 

by W. R. Kundert, J. A. Lapointe, and G. R. Partridge 

THE BROAD VIEW 

LongTime or Real Time? 
This hurried world of ours substantiates the maxim that 

"Time is of the essence." The pressures placed upon design 
and development activities leave little doubt that solving en
gineering problems in realtime is a capability most engineer
ing activities must have, in order to remain virile and com
petitive. Consider the fact that the GR 1921 Real·Time 
Analyzer will measure an unknown noise spectrum and give 
you the corresponding Stevens loudness level, all in 0.5 
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second! Or that acoustic recordings of swiftly-moving 
vehicles, even planes, are accomplished so quickJy that in· 
s tructions fo r corrective measures can be transmitted to the 
veh icle, received and effected, and the resu lts recorded while 
vehicle and station are still in a Lineofsight! This analyzer is a 
major contribution to active and meaning[ ul research, devel· 
opment, and production. 

Quickly summarizing, we can say that, when an analysis 
must be completed on.line, when large quantities of data are 
to be analyzed, or when a series of contiguous spectra is 
desired (e.&-, automobile and airplane pass-by studies), real· 
time analysis is essential. 

Background 

Analysis of sound and vibration phenomena has passed 
through several stages, the most primitive and still widely 
used system being that of the human auditory senses coupled 
with vision. Sophisticated electronic systems in the second 

Type 1921 RNI·Time AnalyZftr, 
wi lh IIOCftSOry Type 1921·Pl 

5101'"age Display Unit. 
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Figure 1. GA 1921 Block di •• m. 

stage helped to generate records of tests that were rar more 
useful and durable. These systems, still employed, include 
sound-level meters, vibration meiers, and swepl (or serial) 
analyzers of many types. The advance from primary to sec
ond slage, unfortunately. did not provide a fundamental and 
necessary asset - the ability to analyze rapidly and aut o
matically. 

Looking back through the past three decades, we find an 
increased emphasis upon the vital need to cope with noise and 
vibration problems arising from technical advances in propul
sion and other fields. Engineers have been forced 10 collect 
hUle Imounts of data, often laborioully. in order to analyze 
the complex problems involving various types of machinery, 
vehicles, and the disturbances that contribute so heavily 10 
noise pollution of our living environment. 

Some Design Views 
An analysis of a lime-varying signal, conducted with a 

conventional 1/3-oclave serial analyzer. can employ a tape 
loop, which allows the test signal to be played back repeated
ly as the analyzer is stepped to, or swept by, each center 
frequency. This method of analysis is qui te time consuming 
and is not suitable for "on-I.ine" operation. 

Several methods of making real·time 1/3-octavc analyses 
are possible. One techniqucemploys conventionall /3-octave 
analog mters followed by a set of analog detectors, or signal 
averagers, and a scanner. A dynam ic rangcof no more than 30 
to 40 dB is possible in an analog square-law detector ( range 
changi ng in a real-time analyzer is not possible), and Htis is 
inadequate for many applications. 

Digital filtering and the discrete Fourier Transform have 
been known for some time, and the science of digital signal 
processing is now rapidly advancing. The Fourier Transform 
is a natural basis for designing a spectrum analyzer; unfortu· 
nately, though it is easy to a~ply and to undeNitand for a 
simple periodic signal, its use in analyzing complex o r random 
signals is not fully undeNitood and procCSSONi are only now 
available with sufficient speed to cover the audio range in 

I 

..,., 

real-time. Though a purely digital, real- lime, 1/3-octave 
analyzer wilh wide-dynamic range is within the state of the 
arl, il would be a very expensive device. So called recuNiive 
digital filtering must be ruled out because present-day proc
essors are still too slow for full audio range 1/3-octave proc
essingin real-time. 

Our Design Choices 

In Ihe GR 1921 Real-Time Analyzer, we have chosen 
analog m tering and digital detection, taking advantage of 
bot h techniques to give us greatest accuracy and dynamic 
range. It is designed for sound and vibration work that often 
involves signals which may be random or totally unspecified. 
As a real-time analyzer it has many flIter-detector channels, 
all energized concurrently by the signal to be analyzed. Our 
packaging permits independent use of the two basic units -
the GR 1925 MultifLlter l and the GR 1926 Multichannel 
RM S Detector. (See Figu re I .> 

The GR 1925 Multifilter supplies summed and scanned 
outputs, in addition to its parallel output, providing for its 
use in a variety of spectrum·shaping, equalizing, and spec
trum'generating applications. A signal connected to the GR 
1925 drives all allenuator-fllter channels Simultaneously. 
Gain in each channel is calibra ted and adjusted in I-dB steps 
over a 5O-dB range. The aHenuatolS may be used 10 com
pensate for over-all measuring·system response errors. They 
also serve to de-emphasize, or pre·whiren , the input spec
trum, thereby increasing the effective dynamic range of the 
GR 1921 system tOllS much as95 dB. 

One-third-octave filt eNi, ranging from 3.1 5 Hz to 80 kHz 
and com plying with current l Ee and USA Standards,· are 
available in regular veNiions of the GR 192 1. Octave-band 
filters ranging from 4 Hz to 16 kHz are also standard and 

I Kunde", W. R .• "A e.tibraled SpeeCT\lm SynChesiur," GeflerQl 
R/Jdio EXfHrimeflfe" Ol'Cobfl'r 1968. The GR 1925 may be pur· 
Chased as a u parace unic. 

"l Ee I'\IblinCion 225· 1966 . nd USA Sundard USAS SI. II , 1966 
0&51) (Hi.,h All enualion). 
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available; narrow-band filters ranging from one-third to one
tenth octave are available on special order. The multi-filter 
chassis will accommodate up to 30 filters. Peak monitoring 
against overload is a standard feature, as weU as mechanical 
key-locking of attenuator settings. 

The GR 1926 detector can be used independently to 
measure as many as 45 signals simultaneously , which may be 
derived from multiple transducers or other sources. It can be 
considered as a 45-channel voltmeter with near-ideal charac
teristics. The detector operates by sampling each input chan
nel and feeding these samples to the digital circuits that are 
time shared on all channels. It is available in 30- or 45-channel 
versions. 

The detector simultaneously computes the rms level for 
each filter channel in the GR 1925. Up to 1024 samples are 
taken from each channel; the samples are converted to a digi t
al binary number and squared. The squared values are accu
mulated in a memory register where spaces are provided for 
all channels. 

Single integration or measurement periods are adjustable 
in nine octave steps ranging from 1/8 to 32 seconds. For 
integration periods of 1 second and longer, 1024 samples are 
taken from each channel during the integration period. For 
shorter integration periods the number of samples is propor
tionately reduced, with a minimum of 128 samples being 
taken in a 1/8-second integration period. At the end of an 
integration period, the sum-of-sq uares value is converted to 
decibels for output presentation. A single answer can be fed 
to a high-speed receiVing device in about 15 /JS, and all chan
nellevels can be presented at the output in less than I ms. 

Output data are presented simultaneously in digital (BCD 
format) and analog forms, and on a front-panel visual nu
meric display. Control signals and format are designed to 
permit output intcrfaces with a digital com puter, printer, 
oscilloscope, automatic de step-chart recorder, o r X-V plot
lec. A panel control allows the operator to add a scale factor 
to the digital output. The detector requires an inpu t signal 
level of I volt rms for full scale maximum output. Th e output 
indication corresponding to a I-volt input signal is adjustable 
from 60 to 159 dB in I-dB steps. 

Band numbers are presented with each output level and 
are set to correspond to the USA Standard Band Numbers for 
1/3-octave filters (USAS SI.6 - 1967) for the particular vcr
sion of the GR 192 1. The number of channels to be displayed 
is controlled by the LOWEST BAND NUMBER and HIGH
EST BAND NUMBER control settings. 

Two extra internal channels are included, to calibrute zero 
level and full scale on the 1926. They can be measu red during 
each integra tion period to monitor calibru tion con tinuously, 
if desired. The calibrat ion channels are also intended to be 
used to set up analog output equipment, such as a reader or 
oscilloscope. 

DIGITAL DETECTION ADVANTAGES 

Wide Dvnamic Range 
There is really no fundamcntal limitation on dynamic 

range once a signal is converted to digital form, as there 
always is in the analog world. In the GR 192 1 analyzer, only 
the multiplexer and AID converter stretch analog techniques, 
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Figure 2. Dynamic range capability. 

and th ese circuits have a dynamic range, measured from 
overload to noise level, of more than 80 dB. In the digital 
circuits it is only necessary 10 carry enough significant 
digits to attain the desired dynamic runge. 

The dynamic range situation for the GR 1921 analyzer is 
illustrated in Figure 2. On a per channel basis, the rms noise 
level is more than 80 dB below the peak-overload level. The 
specified dynamic range, the range of instantaneous levels for 
which signal-to-noise ratio is greater than 10 dB, is 70 dB. The 
display range extends from a level at least 10 dB above the 
noise noor to a level 10 dB below the peak-overload level. 

W. R. Kundert joined GR's Audio Group in 
1959 . between Northeastern UnivBf"Sily de
grees !BSEE . 1958 and MSEE - 1961). He 
was made Group Leader of the Acousticsl 
Signal Analysis Group in 1968. He is a mem
ber of the IEEE. Audio Engineering Sociely . 
Acoustical Society of America. and Eta 
KappaNu 

J . A. Lapointe holds degrees from NOrlh· 
I19stern Universily !BSEE-1957 and MSEE-
1959). At Raytheon Company he performed 
radar system circuit design. was responsible 
fOf' systems design and project management 
at Sanders Associates. and OCted asconsullant 
1.11 Signanon. In 1967 he joined GR. special· 
izing in digital signal processing lechniques. 
He Is a member ollEEE and Eta Kappa Nu 

G. R. Partridge received his PhD(EEI degree 
fr om Yale in 1950 and taught at PurdueUni· 
versity during 1950-55 (Associate Professor 
EEl . He joined Raytheon Company in pulse' 
communication work in 1955. transferring 
to GR in 1962 for design work In pulse gen
eratOf'S and amplifiers. In 1958 he published 
Princip/M of ElflCfronic InstrurMnts !Prent· 
ice-Hall! and is author of numerous toch· 
nical papers. His memberships if10Clude IEEE . 
Acoustical Society of America. Tau Beta Pi. 
Eia Kappa Nu. Sigma Xi . aoel he is a registered 
Professional Engille(lr in Massachuseus. 
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Figure 3. Example of al'llllyzet'/compuler synem. 

This ensures a crest-factor capacity, even at full scale, of 10 
dB. Though instantaneous levels (samples) over a range of 
more than 80 dB are taken into account in computing band 
levels, answers in the lowest 10 dB are considered as noise and 
are therefore suppressed. Similarly, answers in the top 10 dB 
are displayed as overload, having encroached too closely 
upon the crest factor. 

Computed band levels that exceed the upper limit of the 
display range are identified in the output by adding 800 dB to 
the erroneous digital signal with a resultant ampt.itudejitter in 
the corresponding analog level . 

Accuracy 

The digital approach used in the GR 192 1 circumvents the 
accuracy limitations of analog methods. The computations 
can be performed to any desired resolu tion and, of course, all 
signals are processed with the same computer, so channel· 
to-channel uniformity is not a considenatjon. 

True Integration Characteristics • 
The samples taken from each filter channel are squared 

and averaged to determine the band levels. When the "start" 
bUllon is pushed, the detector samples the fdter chan nels 

6 

until the pre-selected integration time has elapsed. Sam ples 
are taken only during this period, and all samples are weight
ed equally in the result. The integration is thus linear, and the 
time period during which the measurement was made is ac
curately known. It is easy to vary the average rate at which 
samples are taken to produce any desired integration period . 
The GR 1921 has a choice of nine integra tion periods, ranging 
from 1/8 to 32 seconds. 

By comparison, analog systems have several disadvantages. 
Long·time analog integra tors in the quantity needed for a 
detector are expensive to the point of being impractical. To 
change integration time requires that a component in each 
detector channel be switched . This, t OOl is expensive, and 
electronically cumbersome. In an analog design , one must 
settle for a narrow choice of integration or averaging periods. 
Also, the only practical averaging method is simple RC 
smoothing. When presented with a signal, tlJe output from 
this type of averaging circuit tends toward a finite saturation 
level. Events that occur early in the lime signal are " forgot· 
ten" or leak ofr, and it is impossible 10 know exactly to what 
degree each event in the time signal has affected the answer. 
Several time constants are needed to bring tbis detector to 
saturation, the level for which it is cat.ibrated, and this means 
that a longer time signal is needed fora given degree of stat is
tical accuracy when the signal is random. 

SYSTEMSANDSQ FTWARE 
The GR 1921 can prod uce data in prodigious quantities in 

a shorl lime, posing the problem of data reduction. More 
important, it usually happens that the concern of the engi· 
neer is with a single number or possibly a suggested course of 
action, and not with the r:lW spectral info rmation that is the 
product of the analysis process. 

A small digital computer used in conjunction with the GR 
192 1 can perform any or all four basic functions: 

• Analyzer Control - the com putcr can be programmed to 
select aut omatically all functions that are normally con
trolled manually by front·panel con trols. 

• Rapid Data Storage· the com puter can ingest the results of 
a measure ment in about one millisecond, thus free ing the 
analyzer to make another measurement . The stored results 
o f the series of measurements are then typed out from the 
com put er. 
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• Com parison - the com puter can compare the results o f a 
measuremen t with a stored reference spectrum and make a 
decision depending upon their relation . For example, a 
noisy device can be rejected whe n its spectrum exceeds a 
preset limit . The computer also can be programmed to tell 
what limits have been exceeded, by what amount , and 
probable cause. 

• Data reduction - the computer can be used to reduce the 
spectral information from the analyzer 10 obtain various 
acoustical ra tings. For example, programs can be supplied 
to find loudness level, speech-in terference level (51 L). and 
perceived-noise level (PN L). 

Figures 3 and 4 show an analyzer/computer system and its 
corresponding block diagram. Data are fed to the analyzer 
from the G R 1525·A Data Recorder. Thea nalogou tput fro m 
the analyzer drives the GR ln l -PI Storage Display Unit , 
which displays each spectru m as it is transferred to the com
puter. The com pu ter accepts digit al data from the analyzcr, 
and ano ther link transmits control signals between the ana
lyzer and com puter. All communication between the system 
and the operator is via teletype. • 

Tllis syste m and the operator work together in a "conver
sational" mode. The computer presents a series o f questions 
and the operator replies ; the questions concern desired fre-
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Figure 5. 0818 prinl-oul. 

quency range, integra tion time, time between measurements . 
and quanti ty of measuremen ts. Aft er the o perator has sup
plied this set-up informatio n, the computer asks which of a 
series of s tandard data-reduction o perations it should per
form. This info rmation is supplied by the operator and then, 
at the louch o f a key , Ihesystem performs the required meas
urements and types out answers in a s tandard format. The 
system is capable of maki ng a rapid series o f 1/3-octave meas
urements wi th selectable time delay bet ween measuremen ts. 
It computes octave band levels from 1/3-octave levels, and it 
determines the maxjma from corresponding band levels in the 
series o f spectra using either octave or 1/3-octave dala . It can 
also define maximum-loudness and maximum-speech-inter
ference levels. 

An example o f the typed-information output from the 
system is shown in Figure 5. The underlined data are in
structions supplied by the o perator , all o thcr data arc co m
puter-controlled output. 

Basic software packages are available to compute octave· 
band levels, SIL, PN L, Stevens loudness level, and, if desired , 
the maximu m of these in a sequence of different measure· 
ment intervals. Software packages 10 control the analyzer 
have been developed fo r use in custom systems. Ot her pro
grams can be mad e available for custom analyzer/computer 
systems. 
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APPLICAT IONS 

Theone-third-ocraveanalyzeris the heart of most acoustic 
noise-analyzer systems. This relatively broad, constant
fractional-bandwidth method of analysis is, for a variety of 
reasons, well suited to airborne noise analysis and control 
work. 

On-line operation is made practical by the high speed and 
accuracy of the GR 1921. As mentioned in the introduction , 
measurements of aircraft fly-by and automobile pass-by are 
so rapidly assimilated that corrective measures can be ac
complished during the test period. This approach, which is 
not possible using a tape-loop serial system, can grea tly re
duce the cost of testing. 

Time-varying signals are handled by the analyzer so fast as 
to permit liberal application of spectru m analysis. It is pos
sible to produce three-dimensional plots, with suitab le dis
play devices, to present spectrum versus time. Or, a computer 
system might be programmed to present long-time average 
spectra in the section of a time-varying signal , where the 
changes are not signifiCllnt, while retaining the fine detail in 
other areas. 

Volume-data-reduction work is economically accom
plished through intelligent use of an analyzer/com puter 
system. This is especially true when compared to the conven
tional method of employing a swept analyzer and recorder 
and reducing data by means of tables and a desk calcula tor. A 
comparison table, showing relative times to measure a spec
trum and then to compute the corresponding Stevens loud
ness level, is shown below. 

(bnventlonal Means 

Time for analysis 20. 

AIhd chart levels lind 
look up loudn_ indice$ 300 I 
Cltlculate loudness level 180 I 

500 • 

1921/PDP-8L System 

Time for analysis and 
computation of loud-
ness leval 0.5 s 

Total 0.5 s 

GIl ISU 

G1I 19Z5 

Figure 6. Block diagr.m of 
transmission·loss maawremants. 

The saving in time is clearly evident ; one year's work by 
conventional methods is now accomplished in a few hours! 
Even when a general-purpose com puter is used to find loud
ness level from spectral in forma tion, considerable time is 
required to prepare data for insertion in the computer. In 
addi tion, wai ting for availabili ty of a general-purpose com
puter greatly reduces the attractiveness of trus approach . 

Production·line product testing has seldo m employed 
spectrum analysis because of the long time required to obtain 
accura te measurements. The real-time analyzer eliminates 
this objectio n and poten tially makes it a powerful produc
tion-line 1001 for fault diagnosis. The use of a small computer 
in a production-line system can increase effectiveness even 
further. T he comput er could be program med to co mpare 
measured spectra with reference spectra, suggesting possible 
faults and repairs to be made to the rejected prod uct. 

Transmission·loss measurements, in which dynamic range 
and signal-to-noise-ratio may be critical, are simplified 
through use of the calibra ted adjustable cha nnel atl enuators 
on the GR 1925 Multifilter. A block diagram of a system fo r 
tra nsmission-loss testing is shown in Figure 6. The OR 1382 
Ra ndom-Noise Generator an d the multifilter provide a 
source-side spectrum, shaped to provide a uniform signai-lo
noise ratio versus frequency o n the receiving sidc. The multi
filte r on the rece iving side is set to havea transmissio n pa ttern 
that is approx imately the inverse of the transmission pattern 
on the sending-side mult ifilter, taking int o accou nt frequen
cy- response errors of the tra nsd ucers. T his results in a di rect
output plot of transmission o n the recorder, while minimiz
ing the source-power requirements and maximizing tolerance 
to interfe ring signals on the receiving side. 

Radiated power measurements ca n be made by dividing 
the same in tegration period among a specific number of 
microphones. A swi tch closure to ground , at the appropriale 
control line on the G R 1926 Detector, divides the selected 
integratio n period into 2, 4, 8, or 16 segments, corresponding 
to the number of micropho nes. Alternatively , the poSi tion of 
a moving microphone can be synchronized wit h the measure
ment interval in order to obtain a space integrat ion. 
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AFFINITY FOR ACCESSO RIES 

The C R 1921 analyzer has great nexibility in operation 
with accessory equ ipment. 

It ca n be expanded to 45 channels by use of the45-chan
nel venion of the CR 1926 detector and two C R 1925 multi
mter units . 

It supplies power to and interfaces with the GR I 56Q-P40 
Preamplifier, suitable for high-impedance transducer inputs. 

It operates with the CR 1525 Data Recorder and similar 
tape recorder units that have good dynamic and frequency 
ranges and stable characteristics. Of part icular interest is use 
of the maximum·level dB control on the analyzer to restore 
the calibration fac to r lost in the recording process. This con
trol is used to make the analyzer read ou t in decibels, with the 
reference level the level of the original signal. 

II is compa tible with the new GR 1522 DC Recorder · 
(bottom unit , Figure 7a), an analog recorder much faster than 
co nv entional X·Y plotten. The new recorder operates 
synchronously with the GR 1921. A short dweU period as 
each ba nd level is selected allows the recorder pen to settle, 
prod ucing a neat bar graph with standard scale factor. The 
analyzer/ recorder combination and a sample chart record are 
shown in Figure 1. 

It can supply output data at rates up to 360 band levels per 
second. The MDS Series 800 Hi·Speed Digital Printer is avail· 
able on special order from General Radio. The print er should 
be used when most accurate numerical data are required. 
Note that the GR 1921 is capable of driving a printer and 
analog recorder sim u1 la neously . 

-Ref« 10 pile 16. 

Figure 7 •. Vis!aI/rlM;Ord .sMmbl..,lnc:ludi~. from top to bottom. 
GR 1921·Pt Stor. Displ • ..,. GR 1926 Mullich .... oel RMS 
Detector, GR 1925 Multifiltef, ."d GR 1522 DC Recorder. 

--_ .... _._-
ll;t 

~ \ ;,",:," 

Fi~~ 7b. Typiclil GR 
15221J1"~ic recording. 
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Figure 8. Block diagram 
of digital detector. 

The Houston Instrument Series 6400 (with 024 option) 
Omnigraphic Recorders 3rc available on spedal order from 
General Radio when an X-Y recording format is desired. 
These recorders use fan-fold charts that load automatically, 
thereby taking advantage of the speed of the 192 1 unilS. 
Conventional X-V recorders are not recommended because of 
slow loading time. 

The GR 1791 Card Punch Coupler is available to couple 
the GR 1921 units to an IBM 526 Printing Summary Punch, 
permitting transfer of band numbers and levels to standard 
IBM cards. 

The GR 1921-PI Storage Display Unit (top unit , Figure 
7a) will provide a rapid visual display of spectra from the 
analyzer. It is a slightly modified version of the Tektronix 
Type 60 1 Storage Display Unit. Three CRT display modes 
can be selected by the GR 192 1 - NON-STORE, STORE· 
ERASE, and STORE-NO ERASE . When any of the three 
scope modes is selected at the GR 192 1, data are fed out at a 
rate of one band per millisecond. When X-V PLOT or DATA 
PRINTER output modes are selected, the scope remains in 
operation but is fed data at the rate set by the D1SPLA V 
RATE control. In this manner, the unit continues to monitor 
output when recording devices are used. 

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE DETECTOR 

A unique design deserves some elaboration in order to 
stress its qualities and advantages. This section expands 
upon our previous presentation of design details and refers to 
Figure 8. 

The Multiplexer is an electronic switch with up to 4S in
puts and one output. The input channels are switched on in 
sequence by command from the system control, usingaddres
ses coded in an 8 X 6 matrix. Three ex tra input channels are 
available; one is left unused, the other two are reserved for 
calibration purposes. Calibration o f zero level is achieved by 
addressing a channel with grounded input; the second cal
ibrate channel is supplied with a precision dc voltage to pro
duce a full-scale signal level of 60 dB for th is channel. 

The Sample-Hold Circuit takes IWO samples of its input 
simultaneously. One microsecond after the samples are 
taken, a decision is made to select the one sample that is 
within the linear operating range. This decision, designated 
'·coarse·range," is also used by the AID converter and the 
squarer. Polarity inversion is switched in, if needed, so that a 
positive voltage is always delivered to subsequent circuits. 

The AID Converter uses noating-point binary arithmetic 
to achieve a constant'percentage accuracy. After the coarse
range decision (as noted above), fine ranging is performed to 

,. 

,,, .... 

SOU" "ED > ____ , 
INPUT 

Figure 9 . Block diagram 0 1 compul81ion81 mode. 

locate the signal in a 2 : I amplitude group. Next a 3-bit group 
of digits completes the process, for a total effective conver
sion range of 15 bits. 

The Squarer accepts binary inputs from the sample-hold 
circuit and the AID converter to generate the squared value o f 
each input sample. Its output is in a noating-point format 
that is consistent with the arithmetic of the compu ter. 

The computa tional mode is dominated by the ADDER 
AND MEMOR Y block of Figure 8, shown in more detail in 
Figure 9. This represents a very simple, but true, digital com
puter. The squared numbers are delivered to the accumulator 
in two parts: a mantissa and an exponent. Simultaneously, 
the number in memory is taken into the memory buffer as a 
mantissa and an exponent ; the two exponents are then com· 
pared. Since only the accumulator has provision for shifting 
digits, the number with the smaller exponent must be in the 
accumulator. If a swap is necessary to get the number with 
the smaller exponent into the accumulator, a logic circui t 
orders the swap made. Next the exponents are made equal. 
The accumulator bits are shifted to the right by o ne place and 
the accumu lator exponent is increased in value by one digit. 

Once the exponents in the accumulator and memory buf
fe r are equal, the digits in corresponding stages of the mantis
sas have the same weight and may then be added. 

The output of the adder is returned to the accumulator for 
one las t check. If the result of the addition involves a "carry", 
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SO thai the accumulator containS 16 rather than 15 bits, then 
the mantissa must be cut back to size. This is done simply by 
shifting the mantissa one place to the nght and increasing the 
exponent again by one digit. Therefore, if there is a carry to 
16 places. one more shift and add will be needed. If there is no 
carry, the accumulator is finished with its work on this partic
ular squared-input number. 

The contents of the accumulator and accumulator ex
ponent are put back Into the memory unit. Anothersquared 
number is presented to the accumulator, and the whole proc
ess re pea IS. 

The output mode begins when aU data galhering is COfllo 

pleted. Figure IOshowsthe sequence of data now. In the first 
step, the stored sum-of-thHquares is drawn out of the mem
ory into the memory buffer. This number is fed to a block 
marked OUTPUT CORRECTION. If the time of integration 
was less than I second , the sum of squares is a smaller number 
than if the time had been I second or longer (as the time is 
reduced below 1 second, fewer samples are taken). The OUT
PUT CORRECTION block multiplies the sum of the squares 
by 2, 4, or 8 if the integration time is 1/2, 1/4, or 1/8 second, 
respectively. The numbers derived from the mantissa in the 
sum of squares give a contnbution of between 0 and 3 dB to 
the final answer. Thl$ contnbutlon is determined in theO TO 
3 dB block of Figure 10. The numbers derived from the ex
ponent rn the sum of the squares must be multiplied by 3.01. 

The circuits in the MEMORY·BUFFER and the MEM· 
ORY·BUFFER EXPQNENTblocksare clocked JK flip-nops. 
They can accept new data Into storage as the previously held 
data are read out. The nextstepin the output sequence takes 
advantage of th.is fact; the sum of the squares, in binary for
mat, is retumed to the memory for future use al the same 
moment that the result oftheO T03dB determinalion is fed 
into the memory buffer. Simultaneously, the product of EXP 
X 3.01 is deposited in the accumulator. The accumulator and 
memory buffer are then connected to the adder, which gives 
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the sum of the 0 TO 3 dB and the EXPX 3.01 contributions. 
The adder output is the binary represenlalion, in decibels. of 
Ihe sum of Ihesquares Ihal wasjusl taken from, and retumed 
to, memory.- The adder output is then transferred 10 the 
accumulator. wh.ich now contains the decibels in binary 
form. This result is converled 10 a binary<oded decimal 
(BCD) in 1-2-4-8 formal . If Ihe front·par\el MAXlMUM 
BAND LEVEL dB control calls for the range of answers to be 
other than 0 to 60 dB (e.g .. 20 to 80 dB), an appropriate 
constant scaling factor in decibels is added allhis time. 

The final output consists of 
(I) BCD representation of the decibels calculated 

from the sum of lhe squares plus the calibration fa ctor, if any, 
added by the MAX IMUM BAND LEVEL dB control, and 

(2) An analog voltage proportional 10 the number of 
decibels, nor inc/vding the calibr.ttion fa ctor. 

If the exponent In the sum of the squares is toolarge, lhe 
inslrument concludes that an overload condition existed in 
the input signal. It then causes the answer to be reported as 
800-s0me or 9OQ-some dB's. Answers up to 62.75 dB (not 
counting any additional decibels added by the MAXlMUM 
BAND LEVELdB control)are reported correctly. 
• Notco that the squ,re rOOI is never laken nplicitly; thco oonvenion is 
dirKUy rrom the sum or the squares to dKlbels. 
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Some Notes on Digital Detection 
A digital detector compu tes rms voltage, starting with the 

sample variance formula 

" ,- 1 
(I) 

where n is the number of samples included in a measurement 
and VI are Iheinpul voltages that occur at discrete mstanlsof 
lime. To obtain an ou tput in decibels, it is necessary to find 

dB .. 1010810 (o:J (2) 

where 00 is the desired reference level. 
The input signal to be measured is a continuous function 

o f time. It is sampled only at discrete instants of time when it 
is accepted for digital processing. Two questions naturally 
arise. How many samples 8fC nceded for a measurement, and 
when should th ey be taken? To answer these questions, we 
must examine both random and periodic input signals. 

Random Inputs 

First , consider the case of astationary random input signal 
with a zero mean voltage and a Gaussian amplitude distribu
tion. 

Curves of measureme nt repeatability versus independent 
signal samples are shown in Figure II . These curves are used 
in pairs and reprt'Sent the upper and lower limits of expected 
measurement variations. They are commonly known as con
fidence limit curves, where the confide nce in percent speci
fies the probability that a measurement lies within the area 
bounded by the curves. The most eHicient sampling scheme 
for purely random inputs is uniform sam pling, with a sample 
spacing equal to the correlatio n time of the input. Samples 
must be statistically independtTlt to be effective for measure
ment purposes and, hence, must not be taken at intervals 
closer than the correlation time. 

For example, a white noise limited to the frequency range 

o f 0 to BW hertz has a correlatio n time of 2~W second This 

corresponds to the Nyquist rate, which is the required sam
pling rate for signal reconstruction. A lower sam pling ra te is 
perfectly acceptable for variance measurement. 

Now consider the measurement ofCaussian noise with the 
C R 192 1 analyzer. TheGR 1925 ftlterbands haveaconstant 
fractional bandwidth and hence the correlation time will vary 
with the center frequency . For a I-second integratio n time , 
1024 independent sa mples will not be available from all 
bands. The number o f independent samples available from a 
particular band will vary depending on the integration period 
selected. These factors were included, along with the results 
of Figure II , to generate the composite confidence- limits for 
1/3-octave-ftl ter center frequency and are shown in Figure 
12. 

Periodic Inputs 

For statio nary random inputs, we simply require enough 
measurement samples to obtain statistical stability (repeat-

12 

ability). Wilh periodic inputs, however, we shall see that the 
sa mple rate is also a critical parameter. Consider the case 
where the input V(t) is a sinusoid o f unit variance, unkno wn 
frequency I, and phase~. 

V(t) = ..;:reos (211' It + ,) (3) 

With n samples of the input and a uniform sa mple spacing of6 
seconds, the variance estimate is 

(4) 
i ~ I 

Errors in the variance estimate are primarily due to the num
ber of samples n and the sam ple spacing 6. Phase angle ~ can 

be regarded as B random variable that is uniformly Iilc:ely to be 
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between 0 and 360 degrees. Averaging the effects of, in 
equation (4) and sublt8c ting the true variance, we have the 
mean-squared error result : 

" .!. ('in,,,'r)' 
2 nsin211[ 

(5) 

Equation (5) is plolted in Figure 13 for the case of n "" 10, to 
show the effects of input frequency [relative losamplespac
ing 6. The largest errors occur in the frequency ranges A and 
B. The remaining error lobes arc relatively small in magni· 
l ude. 

The large error lobes repeal al input frequencies thai are 
mult iples of one-half the sample rate. Because these frequen
cies Lie within the input·frequcncy range of the GR 1926 
detector, un ifo rm sampling is unsa tisfactory. 

Modulating the sampling rate will cause the frequencies to 
shift. A shift of the sampling frequency during a measure
ment interval will shift the frequencies at which peak errors 
occur, thus distributing the error. This principle is incorpo
rated in the 1926 detector design. The sample rate is swept 
during each measurement period, over a 2: I frequency range. 
With 1024 samples for measurement , the worst-case error is 
reduced to about 0.2 dB. 

The measurement repeatability for various values of n, 
assuming a modulated sampling rate, can be approximated 
by integra ting curves like that of Figure 13. The results are 
plo lted in Figure 14, which shows the dependence of repeat
abili ty upon n, the number of samples per meaSUJ 'ment. 
These curves represent the 10 limits of the range of me lSure
ment repeatability. 

So far we have considered only the special case of a sinu
soidal input signal. Other periodic signals should also be con
sidered . A gated sinusoid (tone burst), for example, is meas· 
ured with less than 1024 samples. The sample number reduc
tion is in proportion to the duty factor. The measurement 
repeatabilit y is determined by the number of effective 
samples and is specified by the curve of Figure 14. 

A Difficult Spectrum 
Cons.ider t he output of a 1/3-octave filter set with a 

square-wave input. At low frequencies there is only one har· 
monic in the the output of each J/3-octave mter. At high 
frequencies, however, the mter.;' outputs are periodic sequen
ces consisting of the step-function responses of the filter.;. 
The results or analyzing a 25-Hz square wave with a tunable 
1/3-octave filter and analog detector are compared with the 
results of measuring this same signal with a GR 1921 Real· 
Time Analyzer in Figure 15. A dashed line with a slope of 10 
dB/decade shows the theoretical spectrum shape. 

A t low frequencies there is slight disagreement because of 
a difference in rtller shapes. At a frequency of 10 U lz, a 
measurement error o f about 13 dB is made by the analog 
detector because of the high crest factor of the filter output 
signal , while the expected measurement repeatability from 
the GR 1921 (and indeed the measured variation) is less than 
1 dB . 

- J . A. Lapointe 
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Rayleigh -D istributed Noise 
A Method for Reproducing a Singular Type of Interfering Background Noise 

Noise that appears al the output of envelope detectors 
such as those in some radio or radarsystcms Iypically has the 
Rayleigh amplitude distribution rather than the Gaussian. 
The Gaussian density distribution func tion (Figure I) is Ihc 
familiar symmetrical beU-shaped curve; the Rayleigh distribu
tion function (Figure 2) is quile nonsymmetrical, being zero 
for negative values of noise voltage. In experiments on signal 
detection or intelligibility, it may be important \0 reproduce 
accurately the Iype of interfering background noise. Because 
the Rayleigh distribution function is very small where the 
noise voltage is near zero, it cannot be approximated accu
rately by full-wave rectification of Gaussian noise. 

One of the most common examples of a voltage having 
Rayleigh distribution is that seen at the output of a detector 
whose input is narrow-band random noise. Generating 
Rayleigh noise in this manner involves amplification, filteT
ing, detecung, and smoothing. This necessarily results in con
siderable reduction of the bandwidth of the Rayleigh noise 
compa red to that of the original Gaussian noise. 

There is a procedure for starting with Gaussian noise and 
generating Rayleigh noise which does not require filtering 
and smoo thing and the attendant bandwidth reduction. Start 
with two statistically-independent Gaussian random noises, 
square each and add, and take the square root of the sum. 

14 

Figure 1. The Gaussian 
probabilily densily 

dislribution function. 
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Figure 3. System for producing noise hauing a true 
Rayleigh d istribution. 
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Figure 4. Simpler system for producing noise having 
approximately tha Raylaigh drnribution. 

These analog operations are indicated in Figure 3. Proof that 
this procedure yields the Rayleigh distribution is given below. 
The argument is similar to that used in solving the famous 
problem of the random walk in two dimensions ( References 
I, 2) . The joint probability distribution fun ction of two 
Gaussian random variables x and y, having rms values of 

I (that is, a '" I) , is I ~ 
p(x,y)dxdY=21f e "2 dxdy. 

Consider the distribution of the variable' where 
rl =Xl + y2. In terms ofr, ,2 

p(,)rd,dO=p(x,y)dxdy=-'-e 2 rdrdO ,. 
(where the element of integration dx dy hilS been replaced by 
its coun terpart in polar coordinates, r dr dO). I ntegrating over 
all angles, 

1 
P(,) dr = - e ,. 

" 

, 1." T rdr 0 dO 

='e 2 dr, , >0. (I) 

This is the Rayleigh distribution function. The procedure for 
generating r from x and y is precisely that shown in Figure 3 . 
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Figure 2. The Rayleigh 
probability density 

distribution function. 
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Figure 5. Comparison of amplitude distribution of 
pseudo-Rayleigh noise (suitably adjusted in amplitude) with 

that of true Rayleigh noise. 
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There is a much simpler procedure for generating a close 
approximation to the Rayleigh distribution. Shown in Figure 
4, it avoids the usc of the squaring circuits (squarer) and the 
square-root circuit ( rooter). 

To determine the actual amplitude density distribution 
function of the o utput of this system (pseudo-Rayleigh 
noise). we slart with the Gaussian dis tribution function for 
each noise source, I xl 

p(x)dx .. -- e- T dx. 
-.fii, 

where again, fo r simplici ty. 0 has been taken equal 10 I. After 
full-wave rectification (mathcmal1ca lly. laking the absolute 
value) the distribution becomes, for each noise source, 

PI(x)dx" /fe- ~'2 dx ..; 1f . o ~x. 

The probability that the sum (;t + y) will have a value between 

x. 'fld;:::.:X:::'{ , p , (x) p ,(x, _ x) dx-dx • • 

where the integra tion is laken over all possible values o f x 
which could lead to a su m xo. (Remember that x > 0 and 
(xo - x) > 0.) Substitu tjng for PIX, and dropping dxo . 

(2) 

• /1'(',' ) "C') . 
where /I' and II are precisely the functions tabulated in Refer
ence 3. When the values of Xo are multiplied by 0.8 and the 
values of P A (xo) are multiplied by 1.25 we find the agree-
men t with the true Rayleigh distribution shown in Figure 5. 
These multiplications simply amount 10 changing the 
amplitude o f the p5eud~Rayleigh noise ; the area under the 
probability curve remains equal 10 unity. In the figure 
PA(XO) is compared with the fun ction p(r) from Equation 
J. The pseudo- Rayleigh noise has an amplitude distribution 
which is extremely close in fo rm to the true Rayleigh 
distribution. 

Examination of Equation 2 shows that the behavior of 
PA(.tO) when xo is very small is the same as fo r the 
Rayleigh distribution, however, the approximation behaves 

as exp ( ~)inslead of 1:0 ex p ( 4 ) rorla rgevalucsof 

1:0. The laller behavior hardly shows o n the linear plot for 
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Figure 6. S",lem for producing pseudo-Rayleigh noise. 
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Figure 7 . Com~ilOn of pseudo-Rayleigh 
noise 5PKlrum with the output spectrum of the 
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Figure 5. This difference does result in a detectable change 
in the number of peaks above a given level. 

A schema tic diagram of how pseudo-Rayleigh noise can be 
produced from two G R 1382 Random-Noise Generaton I is 
shown in Figu re 6. High-conductance germanium diodes, 
such as I N455 or IN695, should be used for low forward 
voltage drop. A dc amplifie r will be needed ifil is necessary to 
reduce the ou tput im pedance level or 10 provide more power. 

The effect on the spectrum of this method is shown in 
Figure 7. This is a comparison o f the measured input and 
output spectra of the system shown in Figure 6. In Figure 7, 
the spectra arc normalized to the same level allow frequen
cies. This method of approximating Rayleigh noise sim ply 
spreads the spectrum a little towa rds higher rrequencies. 
Similar spreading probably will occur with the true Rayleigh 
syslemshown in Figu re 3. 

This easily assembled system for general ing pseudo
Rayleigh noise includes only noise genera ton, diodes, and 
resist on. It produces noise having a close approximatio n to 
the Rayleigh amplilude dlslribution. 

- J. J. Faran 

A bnef biography of Or Faran appeared in lhe Match/April, 1969 
Issue of the EJlper,menr", 

I flran . 1. J .. •• ..... ndom-Noin G~neTlIOD, .. Gene",/ Radio Experi· 
melller, hnu.r)' 1968. 
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excursions beyond preset tolerances .. and of time relation
ships between charu made on several recorderssimultane
ously .. 

• Reinfo rced mounting sheeu (8~" by II") are available 
for GR 1522 charU .. Two adhesive strips aTe provided on 
the sheets to facilitat e the mounting of recorded charts, 
which can then be filed in data notebooks .. 

• The V-axis recording action of the GR 1522 is much 
fast er Ihan that of the X-V recorder-65 inches/second 
as comp;u ed with 20 inches/second for the X-V recorder. 

• The X-axis of the GR 1522 is expandable manually or 
automatjcally. with local or external programming; it 
can range from 10 to 100 inches to permit detailed 
physical and temporal waveform investigation .. The X-V 
recorder is limited to 10 to 20 inches. 

• Control o f the X-axis motion is by digital rather than 
analog signals. For this reason it is possible to convert 

Figu,.. 2 .. SIItrVO-mCl tQr pen drive. 
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, 

angle or shaft pOSition to chart pOSition directly. using an 
optical or commutator encoder. 

• Isolated ground ing provisions aVOid ground loops be tween 
the GR 1522 and ot her instruments. 

• External sync signals are available to operate seve ral re
corders synchronously .. 

• The GR 1522 is capable of use with small computers, 
provided proper interfacing is su pplied. 

Some Design Facts 

Backbone of the 1522 IS a field-proven dependable servo 
motor,· Figure 2, consisting of an aluminum-wire coil wound 
on a light-weight plast iC form . This coil assembly is su ppo rted 
by four miniature bait bearings gliding in a V-groove formed 
in a longitudinal iron bar. The iro n bar is part of the magnetic 
path produced by a large permanent magnet that maintains a 
uniform magne tic field in the gap through which the coil 
assembly moves. When a current is applied through the coil. a 
force is generated perpendicular to the current path and mag
netic field . ThiS force moves the coil assembly to right or left, 
depending o n the polarity of the current, imparting a true 
linea r motion. The ball bearings cause vcr)' lillie backlash and 
have very little friction, even though the fo rce is off cen ter. 
( Force is applied in the magnelic gap, no l in line with the 
bearings .. ) The pen and potentiometer wiper arm are moun ted 
directly o n the motor coil, this technique eliminates backlash 
between pen and wiper arm of the feedback potentiometer .. 

The operat ion of the servo loop ( Figure 3) starts with the 
introduction of a dc signal through Input circuit ry designed 
for a wide range of voltages and currents. The scaled input is 
compared, within a high-Impedance amplifier, to the feed
back-potentiometer position voltage .. The output o f the am .. 

·us "attn 1 2,S8 1,1 JJ owned by Genera. RadioCompany. 
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excursions beyond preset tolerances, and of time relation
ships between charts made on several recorders simultane
ously. 

• Reinforced mounting sheets (8 \11" by II ") are available 
for GR 1522 charts. Two adhesive st rips are provided on 
the sheets to facilitate the mounting of recorded charts, 
which can then be filed in data notebooks. 

• The V·axis recording action of the GR 1522 is much 
faster than that of the X-V recorder-65 inches/second 
as compared with 20 inches/second for the X-V recorder. 

• The X-axis of the GR 1522 is expandable manually or 
automatically, wi th local or external programming; it 
can range from 10 to 100 inches 10 permit detailed 
physical and temporal waveform investiga tion. The X·V 
recorder is limited to 10 to 20 inches. 

• Control o f the X-axis motion is by digital rather than 
analog signa ls. For this reason it is possible to convert 

Figure 2. Servo-motor pen drive. 
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angle o r shah position to chart posi tion directly. using an 
optical or commutator encoder. 

• Isolated grounding provisions avoid ground loops between 
the GR 1522 and o ther instruments. 

• External sync signals are available to operate several re
corders sy nchronously. 

• The GR 1522 is capable of use with small computers, 
provided proper inte rfacing is supplied. 

Some Design Facts 

Backbone of the 1522 is a field'proven dependable servo 
mOlor, - Figure 2, consisting of an aluminum·wire coil wound 
on a light-weight plastic fo rm. This coil assembly is support ed 
by four miniature ball bearings gliding in II V·groove formed 
in a longitudinal iron bar. The iron bar is part of the magnetic 
path produced by a large permanent magnet that maintains a 
uniform magnetic fie ld in the gap through which the coil 
assembly moves. When a current is applied through the coil, a 
force is generated perpendicular to the curren t path and mag
netic fi eld . This force moves the coil assembly to right orleft , 
depending on the polarity of the current, imparting a true 
linear mOllon . The ball bearings cause very lillie backlash and 
have very little friction, even though the force is off center. 
(Force is applied in the magnetic gap, nOI in line with the 
bearings.) The pen and pOtenliometerwiper arm are mounted 
directly on the motor coil, this technique eliminalt:S backlash 
between pen and wiper arm of the feedback potentiometer. 

The operation of the servo loop ( Figure 3) starts with the 
int roduction of a dc signal through input circuitry designed 
for a wide range of voltages and currents. The scaled inpu t is 
compa red, withlO a high-impedance amplifier. to the feed· 
back·potentiometer position voltage. The ou tput of the am-

• US P. len' l,58 I, l ll owned by Gener.' It. .dio Compeny. 
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Figul1l 3. Block d.agr.m of Ml'VO system. 

plifier is the position-crror voltage and is zero for the null 
position. If the Input de signal increases, a position-error voll
age will be generated, which is fed through a limiter, to be 
compared with the velocity·feedback voltage. This difrerence 
is amplified 10 become the drive voltage for the pen motor 
assembly. The pen and wiper arm will move unlillhe posi
lion-feedback voltage equals the input voltage, and the posi
lion-error voltage again is zero. 

The velocity·feedback-vollage signal permits high feed
back-loop gain at the null point (no velocity feedback) . re
sulting in high static accuracy~ dead-band error is less than 
0.15%. The loop gain is dfeclively lowered during dynamic 
operations, keeping the position-feedback loop stable at high 
speeds. 

Velocity feedback 15 denved from an unusual bridge tech
nique (see Figure 4). Note that the output-drive amplifier 
serves both the hnear servo motor and another fixed coil 
wound on a similar iron core. These two coils, together with 
two resistors, form I bridge network that can be balanced for 
ac as well IS dc SIgnals. When drive cu nenl is fed into this 
bridge network and the pen is stationary, the bridge is 
balanced, the output from the bridge and differential am· 
plifier is zero. If the servo motor moves, the servo-motor coil 
develops a voltage proportional to the velocity; the fixed coil 
does not. Thus, there is a voltage output from thedifferenlial 
amplifier proportional to velocity. 

Increasing the velocity feedback can simulate the action of 
a low-pass filter. The open·loop frequency response of this 
type of servo system is shown in Figure 5. As the velocity 

" 

Figure 4. Set.err.-tieof 
.... tocity ·f~ derivation. 

........... 
·u ..... . 

feedback is increased beyond the amount required for stabili
zation, the loop gam is decreased. The frequency at which the 
open·loop and closed-loop responses pass through 0 dB also is 
decreased. Thus the servo bandwidth is compressed by an 
amount proportional to any extra increase in velocity feed· 
back. This action filten the effects of noise and undesired 
nuctuat ions in recordmg. 

The position-feedback potentiometer is situated directly 
above the motor·drive coil. It is made of conductive plastic 
which assures low maintenance and e)ttreme ly long life, great
er than 20 million cycles, with negligible increase in noise or 
wea r. . 

Full control of the chart drive, \rilhout mechanical 
clutches, is assured by use of three motors. Two induction 
motors, operating In a stalled condition, provide a constant 
holdback for chari supply and take-up and are instantly re
sponsive to forward--or-reverse-direction instructions. The 
third motor, the stepper type refened to earlier, drives the 
sprockets that engage perforations in the chart, imparting a 
dependable motion to th.e chart at all times. Without the use 
of gears in the drive train, the recorder has eighteen chart 
speeds, from O.S s/in. to 20 h/in. 

Operation of the stepper motor is con trolled by a mu lti
vibrator, phase-locked 10 Iheac power frequency , either SO 
or 60 Hz. Its regulation and stabili ty are si milar to those ofa 
synchronous motor. The maximum rate at which the motor 
will respond, without losing a step for instant start-slop 
operation, is 300 pulses per second. This rate conesponds to 
2 inches/second (OS s/in.) charI speed. The actual rate o f 

l 
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rotation is locally or remotely controlled through integrated· 
circuit divider chains. 

The output hom the divider goes through a gating circUit 
to the stepper-motor dnver circuit. This gate is controlled by 
a nip-flop for instant start-stop operation. The input to the 
flip-nop is capacitively coupled to both the front-pane l 
switch and to the external prognmming input. Either input 
can be ovemdden by the other, the last signal delennines the 
logic Siale. Logic memory is important for chart control ; only 
a momentary pulse is necessary to set the state. Thus, when 
the photocell is used to change chan direction , the memory 
keeps the direction fixed after the mark is no longer under the 
photocell. 

A forward- revcne flip·f1op controls the direction of the 
stepper motor. Motor direction can be controlled locally or 
remotely 

Output-control information, for use in system or auto
matic applications, is available from the recorder. As they 
pass over a photocell , the black timing marks on the chart 
(Figure I) trigger output controls. Two photocells control as 
many as tMee output drives. When two in-line black marks 
pass the photocells at the same time, the paper motion is 
stopped. This method is used to signal the end o f the chart 
roll ; the ending of the roll is also verified by a printed note on 
the paper. 

A switch is provided that lifts the pen and moves the chart 
at the fastest paper speed fo r scan operations; pen lift also 
occurs during scanning of thechart . In the AUTO position of 
the pen lift, the pen is dropped to the paper only in the 
RECORD mode and willIe the chart is moving.. 

Maximum and minimum limit switches are adjustable to 
any point along the chart. They provide electronic control for 
external operations such as sorting, inspecting, or sounding 
an alarm. 

Situated next to the feedback potentiometer is a linear 
take-off potentiometer that can provide an external voltage 
proportional to the pOSition of the pen. This voltage, and 
commercially available multiple integrated-circuit com
parators, can establlSh limit-set positions conlrollable by an 
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external potentiometer or voltage. The limit stops can be 
programmed externally, if a control voltage is used. 

Another programming feature is pen blanking; when the 
servo system is turned off, pen motion freezes. The pen can 
be stopped anywhere on the chart during a sca n operation , or 
dunng any operation that normally would force the pen off
scale during switching. 

System Compatability 

There are many possibilities for aSSimilating theCR 1522 
into measurement and control systems. Yo u are already 
aware of the functions performed by the CR 1921 Real-Time 
Ana lyzer (page 3) and of the value attached to permanent 
records of noise and vibration signals. TheGR 1522, designed 
as a systems recorder, is a perfect complemen t to the GR 
1921. A detailed description of the close working relation
ship between the recorder and analyzer may trigger readers' 
thoughts of other useful applications. 

The 1926 detector stores the level of all the signal-mput 
channels. It then feeds this mformation to the recorder at a 
r.lte that is controlled by the recorder's ability to accept and 
digest the data. Chari movement is continuous until the 
photocell cant rol stops the recorder and changes channels 10 

the detector. A fixed time delay of 0 . 1 second 10 the detector 
allows the pen to reach the Signal level of the new channel 
before the detector sends a control signal to the recorder to 
start the chart. The pen then records the level of thiS channel 
at the fastest paper speed. The resultant plot has square cor
ners, closely resembling the actual scope dlSplay. The sta rl
stop-mark sequence repeats untillhe last channel selected by 
the analyzer is recorded. The pen automatically lifts,llnd the 
next chart moves rapidly into position. At this time, chart 
motion stops and the recorder does nol function until com
manded by the analyzer. It takes apprO)omately 8 seconds 10 

complete one chart Dnd to advance to the next chart. 
Table I shows the time required to make such a recording 

on three types of recorders: CR 1522, automatic X-V record
er, and typical X·Y recorder. 

24-HOUR RECORDING OF TRAFFIC NOISE 
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Figure 6. Typic;atlong-lime reeordinWanaly.is ~/y. 
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Recording New CharI TOlal 
Time Adyanc:e Time Time 

Record. Type (secondsl <_I becond$) 
GA 1522 • ,., '-8 

AulOmillic X-V 15 16 

Typic.l X-V 15 45 60 

It is readily apparent that the 1522 takes one-half the time 
for each recorded spectrum, as compared with the automatic 
X-V recorder, and is far superior to the typical X-Yunit. 

Typical Applications 

A practical application of the 192 1/ 1522 combination, 
using two recorders (Figure 6), is the real-time spectrum anal
ysis of band levels above a preset acousticalleyel. This might 
be a 24-hour study o f traffic noise, aircraft fly-over noise, or 
similar patterns. During this interval we record, on Recorder 
No. I , the average level of noise picked up and processed 
through a detector and log-converter circuit. Obviously, we 
don' t want a spectrum every eight seconds because we would 

have 10,000 charts of recorded dala in a 24-hour period. To 
saye chart space and 10 compress accumulated data , the re
corder is se t at a slow chart speed. The 1921 analyzer is 
t riuered by a GR 1522 limit switch to make a spectrum 
analysis of signals above a presel threshold level and also to 
identify the occurrence by prin ting an event mark on the 
Recorder No. I chart. After the GR 1921 is triggered, Re
corder No.2 receives instructions from the 1921 system to 
make the spectrum recording that corresponds to the indi
cated event. Upon completio n of the s tudy, a complete re
cord is available, from Recorder No. I , of the average sound 
level , and accumulated spectrum analyses of noise above a 
preset limit arc presented by Recorder No.2. All this can be 
accomplished without personnel in attendance. 

Another system application involves the temperature
coerrtcien t ( Figure 7a) of a pnctical ly unlimited number o f 
components. A scan ner and th e G R 1654 Impedance Com
parBlor ca n measure 100 components consecutively , feed the 
information to the GR 1522, and plo t the percent deviation 
from a siandard at room temperature. A second plot can be 
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Figulll 7b. Componenl lISt resulh. Chen 
motion Is controlled by extemel divider circui t . 
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M, W Basch receiva;:! his degrae5 al MIT 
{BSEE and MSEE·19581 and joined GR in 
1958 as a develoPment engineer in the 10' 
duslfiat tnstruments Group and later trans
fllfred to the Acoustics/SignaJ Analysis 
Group HI! has specialiled In design of 
recorders and 8S$OCi!lled instrumemation 
His membel'shiP5 include IEEE, Tau Beta Pi, 
and Eta Kappa Nu. 

made using a second-color pen for a dirrerent temperature 
(Figure 7b). A measunng sequence is started by a switch on 
the scan ner control. Upon switching to I com ponent , the 
compara tor Wilts for ba lance and then gives a measurement
complete command. This time delay allows the pen to move 
to the next component-recording position. The measure
ment-complete signal from the GR 1654 starts the record
er and paper motion. This particular chart paper has no con
trol marks, the chart mOllon is controlled by external means_ 
An external flip-nop divide r diVides, by 30, a sync signal used 
to drive the stepper motor, After30 pulses, the chart has been 
moved a recording interval o f 0.2 inch. At this instant, mo
lion SlOPS and Ihe pen lifts. The same measurement-complete 
command is fed back inl O the scanner control, and the entire 
record cycle is repeated aftcr the sho rt delay period 10 

achieve ba lance. 

nuely and automatically presented in a continuous sequence 
of I I-inch char ts. 

Remote programm ing fOf process con trol facilitates un
attended recorder operation. A signal level, beyond preset 
limits, from a control transducer, triggers accelerated chari 
motIOn for grealer detail, o perates the scanner conlrol to 
permit observat ion of other significant transducers, and Ihen 
stops the proccss. 

To encourage specific applica tion o f the recorder 10 the 
GR 192 1 analyzer, four different charts to cover various 
channel combinatio ns and ba ndwidths used in the G R 1921 
will soon be available from stock. Recorder channel widths of 
0 .208 . 0 .250 , and 0.500 inch are available, dependent upon 
spacing of the photocell control ma rks on the chart edge. An 
unlimited variety of charts using various placement of the 
marks can be supplied on special order to customers. 

ACKNOWLEDGMENT 
In ano ther tYPical application. we can monitor a zener

diode voltage output . Here, bo th long-term drift and short
lerm noise are Important. Pho tocell-control marks every II 
Inches are used to tnller a flip""nop circuit that permits a 
long-term performance recording for 110 minutes (10 
mm/in.). ThIS recording 15 followed by an accelerated record
ing of noise for 55 seconds (5 s/in.). Each recording is alter-

The au lhor ~atefully acknowledges the help of M C. Holtte in 
several criticalllr8it$ and the $UPOOI"t of R. P. Anderson for the power· 
$Upply design. of G. E Neagle for the mechanical design, and of 
P A d'EntremQflt for lhe induslfial design. 

The Honorable Society 
Long-time readers of the EXl1eri

menter will note with interest honors 
accorded two of thei r fri ends. 

On May I. 1969 Paul K. McElroy 
was awarded the annual Contribution 
Award of the IEEE Parts, Materials, and 
Packaging Group, at ceremonies con· 
ducted during the Electronics Com
ponents Confere nce of the Electronic 
Industries ASSOCiation " PK '·, now re
tlTed from GR, bu t hardly less active 
professionally than while he was with 
us, came to the attention of our readers 
for the first time in 1926. It was then he 
published a two-part article entllled 
" Design and Tesung of Plale Supply 
Devices." He prepared a steady stream 
of wrillen articles for almost forty 
years. terminating his o utput with "A 
100-/-iF Decade Capacito r" in July , 
1965. OUf debonair ret iree resides at 58 
Gayles Road, Belmont, Mass 
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Compl"e $pIIClfiealion. for Ihl! GR 1522 ere included with this 
issu'81 • lIer sheet, r_abl. for insertion in GA Celatog T, 

The other reci pient of honors was 
Dr. Arnold P. G. Peterson, GR consult
ant 10 the areas of sound and vibration. 
As part of ceremonies conducted to 
mark the twentieth anniversary o f the 
foundling of the Audio Engineering 
Society, Dr. Peterson received Ihe John 
H. Potls Memorial Award on October 
23, 1968. The bronze medallion named 
for the deceased publisher and editor of 
" Audio Engineering" was given in rec
o&oilion o f outstanding achievement in 
the field of audio engineering. The cita
tion noted Dr. Peterson's "many prom
ment contributions to the design of 
audio and acoustic instrumentation." 
Some readers may remember the first 
Experimenter article by APGP entitled 
-'The Type 7S7-A UHF Oscillator" in 
the August 194 1 issue ; more may recall 
his latest article, "A Magnetic Tape Re
corder For Acoustical Vibration And 
Other Audio-Frequen cy Measure
ments" in October 1966. It appears to 
be time for another article! 

P. K. McElroy 

A. P. G. Peterson 
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Type 1654 Impedance Comparator with iu companion acx:esscMy. Type 1782 Analog Umit Comparator. 

IMPEDANCE COMPARISON SPRINTS AHEAD 
Mobility in measuring impedances, coupled with accuracy, wide range, and ability to control! 

The Goal 

Over the years, GR has tried to 
relieve th e tedium and monotony of 
passive component inspection and lest
ing by introducing functional-designed 
test equipment. For instance, we fee l 
that technicians arc able 10 remain 
alert for longer periods of lime when 
test data are presented in sim ple 
GO/NO GO patterns. Eliminating the 
lime normally required to read panel
meter indications also results in a sav
ing in labor costs. In our estimation, 
the design of the new G R impedance 
comparator has successfully joined the 
concept of complex, programmed test
ing with the concept of simple, indi
vidual com pon ent measurements, at 
no sacri fice in accuracy or reliabil ity_ 

The fi rst comparison bridge engi
neered by General Radio for produc
tion testing was the manually-operated 
GR 1604 Comparison Bridge. l Several 

llloltje. M. c.. "A New Compirison Brid,e 
f(lf" the Rapid Tes ting of ComponenlS." 
General Radio Ex~rlmen tt:', December 
1952. 
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years later, it was foUowed by the G R 
160 5 I mpedan ce Comparator,' 
incorporating greater precision and 
versatility. si mult aneously indicating 
phase-angle and magnitude differences 
between two external test impedances 
over an extended frequency range, and 
requiring no ' bridge balancing. This 
bridge was semi-automatic in opera
tion. 

In 1964 the GR I 680-A Automatic 
Capacitance Bridgel brought with it a 
component test rate beller than two 
per second. Th e inspection-rate bottle
neck was broken, and the unit's ac· 
ceptance by indust ry encouraged in
troduction of another digital unit - the 

lHoltje, M. C., and Hall, H. P. '"A High-Pre
cision Impedance Com,l?3'31Or," General 
Radio Ex~,jmenter, AprI L 1956. 

ll--ulks, R. G .. " The Automat ic Capacila nce 
Bridlt'l," General Rildio Experimf!ntf!" April 
1965. 

4Leong, R . K .. " The Automatic Impedan ce 
Comparator." Genel'lll Radio Experimenter. 
June-Iuly 1968. 

GR 1681 Automatic Im pedance Com
parator Sys t em. 4 Th e custo mer 
received digital readout of phase-angle 
and magnitude differences, higher ac
curacy and resolution, and greater com
patability with automatic component
and data-handling equipment. 

Many analog-measurement oper
ations and customers still existed. The 
need to extend and expand the design 
of analog compara tors was the incen
tive to develop the latest type of GR 
comparator, which' incorporates auto
matic features. 

The Achievement 

The GR 1654 Impedance Compar
ator supersedes the GR 1605 com par· 
ator and , with its companion accessory 
the GR 1782 Analog Limit Compara
tor, provides a semi- or fully-automatic 
system at about one-thlrd the cost of a 
similar digital system. Measurement 
features include 
• Operating range from 100 Hz to 
100 kHz in four steps. 
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• Comparison precision to 30 parts 
per million. 
• Im pedance range from 2 n to 20 
Mn at 100 Hz. 
• Capacitance range as low as 0.1 pF 
direct reading, with a modified substi
tution method.· 
• Six deviation ranges from 0.1% to 
30% full scale. 
• Test voltages from 0.3 to 3 volts, 
for easy voltage-coefficient tests. 
• Operating rate up to 4 units per 
second, in the automatic test mode. 
• Positive indication of direction of 
overload. 
• Indications on large panel meters. 
• Analog output voltages. 
• R~fer to Cirellit Notes 8t ~nd of article. 

" 
" '. 

'. 

•• 
I'HA$[ CIfANN(l 

The block diagram of the 1654 
comparat or, Figure I, illustrates use of 
a tightly-coupled I : I ratio toroidal 
transformer as two arms of the bridge; 
the standard and test impedances com
plete the circuit. The unbalanced-out
put signal of the bridge is fed through 
a guarded circuit, which effectively 
reduces cable capacitance by three 
orders of magnitude. Th.is permits 
measurement , with negligible error, of 
test items as remote as thirty feel. 
From the amplifier system the signal is 
passed to the magnitude and phase 
channels. 

Input to the magnitude-channel 
phase detector is direct. Input to the 
phase channel first undergoes a 90° 

, 

Figure 1. Block diagram of 
GR 1654lmpedanceCompnrator. 

phase shift, before connection to the 
phase detector, in o rder to bring the 
test frequency signal in phase with the 
error voltage component due to any 
phase difference. The phase detector is 
fundamentall y a switch operated in 
synchronism with the test frequency. 
Exact switching is controlled by a 
square wave derived from the zero 
phase signal of the bridge. 

The rectified voltage is that com
ponent of the error voltage which is in 
phase with the controlling square-wave 
voltage. The detected output is fed to 
a stable dc operational amplifier which 
provides the required analog .output 
voltage that is interpreted as magni
tude difference or phase-angle differ-

" 

b [0 • ...!!.L.. .. -'-'- ' . ~,. ", ",. ~, 

" 
'. _. 

Figure 2. Block diagram of GA 1782 Analog Limit Comparator. Figure 3. Schematic of limit comparison funct ion. 
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ence between the test item and the 
standard. 

The 1782 accessory unit (Figure 2) 
incorporates front-panel lamps to in
dicate GO or NO GO conditions. Each 
NO GO lamp indicates a single test 
limit, established as a preset voltage 
E1 . The input voltage E, derived from 
the magnitude or phase channels of 
the 1654, is compared with E1 , as 
shown in the schematic diagram, Fig
ure 3. Unbalance voltage Eo, if it 
exists, is amplified by an operational 
amplifier with sufficient positive feed
back to cause the amplifier to switch 
off or on. Its output triggers the NO 
GO lamp drivers; if the comparison is 
out of established tolerance, the NO 
GO lamps will light. Within-tolerance 
conditions for all limits willirigger the 

R. K. Leong holds degrees from Northeastern 
University mSEE·1960 and MSEE·1962). 
After two years' service in the U. S. Army as 
1St Lt., coordinating instrumentation for up
per atmosphere research, he joined GR in 
1964 as a development engineer in the 
Low-Frequency Impedance Group. He has 

speciali~ec:I in bridge and comparator design. 
He is a member of Tau Beta Pi and Eta Kappa 
No. 

GO lamp. Optional relay-equipped 
models operate external automatic 
sorting devices. 

laboratory. Routine opera tions such as 
sorting, selecting, and adjusting passive 
components (R, L, and C), and any 
complex assembly of these compon
ents, are accomplished as quickly as 
you can make connections to the 
bridge. The GR 1680-Pl Test Fixture 

Appl ications 
On its own, the GR 1654 is a work 

horse on the inspection line or in the 

G~ ,,~. 

' .. o>[o .... n 
co .. . Un"'" 

Figure 4a. Typical instruments and device-s for
automatic component·me8$Urement sysltm. 

Figure 4b. Typical $Orting $V5Iem - schematic 
and relay interconnections. 
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is an ideal device for holding manually
inserted components. For faster sort
ing, the comparator and supporting 
instruments and accessories are an ef
ficient automatic component-measur
ing system, as shown in Figure 4a. A 

typical sorting system is shown in 
Figure 4b. 

The GR 1654 also is suitable fot 
measurements of capacitors of ex
tremely small values, low-loss capaci
tors, and dielectric samples; temper
ature-coefficient measurements of 

components tested within environ
mental chambers are a rou tine matter. 
Production testing of back-biased 
diodes and Iransislor-collector junc
tions is also routine; testing and adjust
ing of ganged capacitors and potenti
ometers for desired tracking within 
tolerances is another useful applica
tion. 

- R. K. Leong 

Complete ~ifJQltions for Ih, GR 1654 
.nd 1782 in$tfumenu ... av.ilable in Ih, 
1969 supplement to GR Catalog T. 

CIRCUIT NOTES 

~talog PriCII 
Number DltSCriplion in USA 

1654 Imped.nctI 
Compllr.tOf 

1654-9700 Bench Model SI3OO.00 
1654-9701 R.ck Model 1250.00 

1782 AMIog Limit 
ComparatOf 

B,nch Model 
1782·9700 without releys 550.00 
1782-9702 with r,leys 625.00 

R.ck Model 
1782·9701 without relays 570.00 
1782·9703 with r,l,ys 645.00 

AU ptlc. lub)..:t to quantity discount. 

The GR 1654 bridge circuit (Figure 5) measures imped
ance difference as a percentage of the average of the stand
ard (2j") and unknown (2 ... ) impedances. The real part of 
small phase-angle differences can be derived from the equa
tion 

The imaginary pa rt of small phase-angle differences can 
be obtained from the equation 

Eo 0x - 6j" 
1m E = 2 

Eo 12 ... 1- 12j"1 . 
Re y - 12 ... 1 + 12,1 (When 6 x - 6, Ql. 1 radIan) 

Introduction of nonlinear networks into the magnitude 
channel results in a tinear indication of the impedance dif
ference as a percent of the standard 

E, 
Re E - X 100% 

and reduces the number of scales for total measurement 
range. Measurements of R, L. and C furnish magnitude dif
ferences as percentages: 

Rx - R, 
X 100%. 

Lx - L, 

L. 
X 100%, 

Cx - Cj" 
C X 100% 
• 

For measurements of R, I. , and C, the phase-angle dif
ference indication is a measure of 

l:::JJ of C and L . or llQ of R. 

Measurement of low-value capacitances usually is limited 
by input-terminal capacitance C1N . The capacitance effect 
is mitigated by the connection of the standard C,4 ' as 
shown in Figure 6. If the value of C,4 is chosen as approxi
mately 10 X ex' or greater. the magnitude difference read-

' Cx 
out is proportional 10 C. For example, if C1N is 

C,4 + IN 

typically I pF and C,4 + elN = 200 pF, for a meter reading 
of 0.1 % the value of C x = 0.1 pF. Note that the bridge is 
direct reading. 

Figure 5. GR 1654 8ridge circuit. 

...... 
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Figure 6. 8ridge schtf\'Wltic 101" 
small-capecitanee mlnurement. 

Information Retrieval 
I ndexes for Volumes 41 and 42 

(1967,1968) of Ihe Experimenter are 
available upon request to the editor. 

, 
<. '1' .. '. 

c, . .. 

_. 
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VHF and UHF Attenuation Measurement to 140 dB 1 

This oa~ descnbes a system assembled lor raoid mellsuremefll comparisons of altenUa!OfS with 
values ranging to 140 dB, wIth basic resolutIon 01 0.01 dB and wIth maximum errors of 0.08 dB A 
SImplI fIed system lor measurements to 11 0 dB al certain selected frequencies is described also, as well 
as refinements permittIng SPOt frequency m8asuremenu to 170dB 

by S. Brown Pull iam 

Introduction 
The present-day design of commercially available stand

ard·signal generators is highly sophisticated," Quality 
assurance test 109 by the manufacturers must rely upon 
slale-o(-the-arl techniques. An example is the testing of 
output-signal attenualors. which control the signal leyel 
over II range of 0 10 140 dB In IO-dB steps. Maximum 
allowable error is 0.1 dB per step: maxImum cumulative 
error is O.S dB. The frequency range for these requirements 
IS from dc to 500 MHz. ThiS article deals with the test 
measurement system that was designed to assure Instrument 
performance to speci fications. 

The System Choice 
R. W. Beatty of NBS has classified the various attenua

tion-measurement systems;2 our system falls in the general 
category '"Direct Substitution." Several techniques are 
available under this system, including series and parallel 
substitution. The major advantage of the series substitution 
technique is that, as the test attenuator is adjusted in level, 
the reference attenuator is SImilarly adjusted bul in the 
opposIte directIon. The total circuit auenuation therefore 
remains constant and, the signal level into the detector 
being relatively constant, nonlinearity is not a problem. In 
the parallel-substllution technique, the test signal is split 
into two paths, one through the test attenuator and the 
other through the rderence attenuator, and is recombined 
in a detector. This has the advantage that any inslability in 
the output level of the source, or in the gain of the 
detector, has no dfect upon measurement accuracy. How
ever, in order to make the system work, either an auxiliary 
rf SWi tch or a precision phase shifter is required. 

Most commercially available attenuation-measurement 
systems use an i-f substitution method in which the 
rderence attenuator IS calibrated at one frequency only. 
These systems are limited to a maximum single-step range 
of approximately 100 dB due to the dynamic range of the 
mixer. 

2. 

There is no definite basis for a choice between the series
and parallel-substitution techniques; however, with suf
ficient level slabihty of Signal source and detector, the 
series-substitution technique is sim pler to implement. 

Any practical system for measuring large values of attenu
ation involves detection of a weak signal. Most engineers are 
aware of the fact that increased sensitivity involves narrowing 
of the receiver bandpass but may overlook the fact that some 
receiver systems contain elements which have a "threshold 
effect." One such element - the second detector of the usual 
single-conversion superheterodyne receiver will lose an 
apphed signal if it is buried In random noise,3 and no amount 
of post-detection filtering can retrieve it. Fortunately. in 
most attenuation-measurement applications the available test 
signal is large enough, uSing convenlional 5uperheterodyne 
techniques, to obtain detection resolullon equal to that ob
tainable by very sophisticated synchronous detection 
schemes. 

System Design Considerations 
Little of the literature concermng attenuation measurl!

ment systems is devoted to the problem of ease or rapidity 
of readout versus system se nsitivity. Measurement range can 
be increased by narrowing the bandwidth, and, similarly, 
resolution can be Increased by lengthening the measure
ment time. Decisions must be reached on what resolution 
or precision is req uired in a particular measurement and 
what maximum attenuation must be inserted in the 
measurement channel. The remaining significant variables 
are time, generator power, and detector noise figure. Time 

• Eumples are General Radio Types 1003-'" and 1026-A. 

I Aburacled from paper of IImc titielchedliled for plibliUllon in the 
March. 1969 iKlle of the IE""/!" r"'rutlcrion$ o n lrurnlmcntation and 
MUlUntncnt 

2 Seau )', R. W., "MicroWlive Attenll"ion MeMllremenlS and Stand· 
ards," NBS /l.fonol"'ph 91, April 1961. 

3I)ownin&, J. J .• Modufur/on Syttcmt ",.d HoUl'. Chlpler 4, 
PreMiss· Hl n Inc .. 1964. 
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IS the most difficull variable to resolve and involves factors 
which are quite subJective. An experimental conclusion 
reached was that peak-to-peak meter jumps should be less 
than 0.02 dB In a measuument interval less than 5 seconds. 
This in turn required an eq uLvalent signal-to-noise ratio in 
the receiver of at least 50 dB in a I-Hz bandwidth. 
Assuming a total attenua tion of 140 dB to be measured, the 
ratio of Input sLgnal to output noise is 190 dB. Signal 
generator powe r was calculated to be +2 1 dBm, considering 
a theoretical available thermal noise level of - 174 dBm fo r 
a I-Hz bandwidth (300 K operatmg temperature) and 
assuming a receiver nOise figure of 5 dB . Available powers 
from the signal gene rators under tesl were +27 dBm (Type 
1026-A) and +22.5 dBm (Type l003-A), presenting no 
problem. 

The signal versus noise requirements outlined above, 
combined with the need to avoid " threshold-effeets" losses, 
resulted in selection of a pre.detection bandpass of I kHz. 
This immediately unposed stringe nt frequency-stability 
requirements upon the measurement system. 

Working in the uhf spectrum with an LC tuned signal 
generator, whLch could easily drift more than I kHz, 
required an auxiliary phase·Jock loop. The dual phase-lock 
system shown in Figure I was developed for the uhf teslS. 
A synchron izer phase locks the source frequency, and I 

second loop locks the second j·f signal 10 a 5O-kl-lz 
crystal-con tr olled reference frequency. This permits 
opt ional use of a wave analyzer or selective voltmeter if 
extension of the attenuation measuring range to 170 dB is 
required, A lock-loop bandwidth of 500 I-Iz is more than 
adequate 10 correct for any frequency drift in the crystal
controlled converter, when the 50-kHz phase-detector 
output is used to con trol the synchronizer reference 
frequency . 

The basic readout instrument of the attenuation· 
measurement system is a l·dB expanded·scale meIer at the 

",ou 
Iltll.~ 

S. B, Pulh;llm Joined the engineering stall 01 
General Radio in 1959 as a member of the 
S'linal-Generator Group. He had received 
the BS degree in Phvsics Irom Union College 
in 1951. served in the US Navy for three 
vears as ElectrO!'lic:s ;lind ComlTKJnications 
OffICer, and also Md been associated with 
the NUll Ordnance laboratory as Elec
ironiC Scienti$t Mr. Pulliam;$ a membef 01 
IEEE . 

i-r amplifier output . It was sligh tly modified to provide a 
one-second time constant. An auxiliary readout recorder 
has become an in tegral part o f the measurement system 
because it reduces opera tor fatigue considerably. 

The vhf·measuring system developed is identical to Ihe 
original uhf system with the exception that the converter is 
replaced by a 79-MHz converter. No synchronizer is 
requLred in this system. The frequency stability o f either 
signal genera tor is more Ihan adequate to stay within the 
5OO- Hz lock ing range of the secondary loop, and the de 
con trol is con nected directly to the signal-generator 
varac tor terminals. 

System Performance Ellaluation 

Tests o f the dnrt In level of the combined signal 
generator and 3().M Hz amplifier Indicate a stability o f 
10.0 I dB, for a time interval of 20 seconds. Further tests 
have indicated drift does not exceed iO.O I SdB for inteNals 
up to 10 minutes. 

Signal lellels at the receiller input as low as - 143 dBm 
produce successful phase locking. For useful measurements 
at this level, howeve r, a second i-f bandpass on the order of 
10 Hz is required. This may be provided by the wave 
analyzer as shown in Figure I. 

, 
~---------------. --- ---- ----------~ 

• 
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Figu ... 2. SignifiQn1 ,Ifleoetion 
."on 10' inte,iO, ,1Ip1 of 1"1 

",d refll1lnal 111lm.llton. 
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Figure 2 presents the interface renections for the 

interior 100 dB of the attenuaton and results o f calcula· 
tions for the interior steps. Allenualion comparison error 
ror all interior steps is calcula ted to be 10.0 1 dB. For the 

extreme steps an additional reOection pair between the 
generat or and the attenuator being tested causes a maximu m 
error that is calculat ed to be 0.06 dB. 

Much attention was directed to rf leakage around the 
attenuator path because of the large amounts of atten ua-

Tabll l tion involved. Exceptional care was taken to shield the 
Summary of COfl'lP'ol'ilOn errorl source from the detector. A leakage signal which is 

coherent with the detected signal can cause an error or 0.0 I 

Source 

AtcOI'dir r,solutiOn 
and 1V.11m dri ft 

SWR 

NO'M fluctuation 

Metlf error 110001 

WOrlt ·caM error 

Inler io, E~treme 
Attenualor Values 

SteD to 120 dB 

1.01 dB t.01 dB 

t.Ol '.06 

0 0 

- -
±.02 dB 1.07 dB 

to 140 dB 

t.OI dB 

' .06 

1.01 

-
1.08 dB 

tol60dB 

t.Ol dB 

%.06 

".2 

" .3 

to.51 dB 

dB if its level is 60 dB below that of the detected signal. A 
measurement at the 140-dB level would req uire shielding 
effectiveness of 200 dB. In additIon to,the requirement for 1 
well shielded Signal sources and detectors, interconnections 
must also be well-shielded by solid-sheat h coax ial cable. 
Tests made with the system described in this article showed 
thai in no case was leakage found to be a disturbing factor 
for measurements 10140 dB. 

The summary of the errors, shown in Table I , indicates a 
worst-case comparison error of 0 .08 dB for attenuations to 
140 dB , and 0.57 dB to 160 dB_ 

EdIlOf'$ NOle - COI)IC$ of Mr . Puillam'$ paper ..... '" be available from 
Gl1ICflll Radio Company. 300 Baker A ..... nue, West Concord. 
MMSlchu$lltt$ 011Bl 

Seminar Scheduling 
A new semInar has been added toGeneral Radio's Customer Seminar Program. Its title 1$ 

Real-Time Sou nd and Vibration Measu rements and it covers theory and application of the 
GR 1921 Real-Time Analyzer, input foutput equipment, and analyzer/computer systems. 
Two 3·day seminars were schedu led during June at the Concord facility. This fall , the 
seminars will be repeated both at Concord and in seyeral m3Jor cities. Contact your local GR 
District Office for more information . 

Recent Technical Articles by GR Personnel 
" Instruments and Techniqu es of Sound 
Measurements," W. M. Ihde , NatIOnal 
Safely Ne -"'I, December 1968. · 

" Tone-Burst Testing of Underwater 
Transducers ," D. M Lloyd, Undersea 
Technology, April 1969 . • 

" RatiO Transformer Techniques for 
Precise Gain and Phase Measure ments," 
T. J. Coughlin , Electro nic Ins trument 
Digell. June 1969. 

"Simplified Pure·Tone Audiometer Cal· 
ibration," R. P. Lajeunesse, National 
lIearing Aid Journal, March 1969.·· 

28 

,. Recen t Advances in Coaxial Com
ponents for Sweep-Frequency Instru
mentation," T. E. MacKenzie, Mlcro
..... a~eJournal. June 1969. 

• ReprinUllvlilible f,om C enelll Rldio. 
• ' Explnded In$ltlimen l NOle (IN 114 ) IVl il · 
Ib le from Genenl Rldio. 
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TVpe 116().RDI-18 Digit '"senion Unil. 

FASTER SWITCHING FOR 1160-SERIES SYNTHESIZERS 
Why and How 

The General Radio 1160-series of 
frequency synthesizers is significantly 
improved, primarily in programmed 
applications, with the introduction of 
the GR 1160 RDI-] B Digit Insertion 
Unit. It offers higher swi tching speed 
and practically unlimited switch life 
by replacing reed relays with semi
conductor diodes. It retains and ex
pands the remote-control capabilities 
of the original 1160 RDI- I uni .. ' 

The use of synthesizers has increased 
considerably since their introduction 
to the fields of e lectronic meas
urement and instrumentation. The 
synthesizer transfers the accuracy and 
stability of a frequency standard to a 
broad range of frequencies with almost 
unlimited resolution.1 Additional 
capabilities, such as electronic fre
quency selection from an external pro
gram, have opened up many apphca
tions not anticipated previously and 
have caused a demand for increased 
switching performance. The new digit 
insertion unit is expected to meet this 
demand. 

The modular arrangement of the 
General Radio synthesizer family 
allows us to use identical digl! inser
tion units in a chain to control the 
successive digits in the number defin
Ing the output frequency.) One group 
produces frequency increments from 
100 kHz to 0.01 Hz. depending upon 

'1.onrer, G. H. , "KernOI" i'roltl1lrnminlt for 
GR Synthesizers." G,mrrol Radio E)Cprrl. 
mrflfr" "lIy 1965. 

l"AppliCilions for Coherenl Deude I: re 
quency S)'nlhts;ulS." General Kadio Com
pin),. October 1968. Copies IVlilable on ft· 
quest. 
J Noyes. Jr. A., "Coherent Dec-de h~ 
quency Synt hesizers." Geflt'rol R/Jd/o E;z
~rimt'flr,.,. Septtmbc'r 1964 
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its position in the chain. This group of 
units is identifi ed as RDI- I (the letter 
R indi cates remote-control capability). 
The early programmable units contain 
reed relays. Switching is relatively slow 
(2 ms) and typical life approx imates 
10' operations. It should be noted 
that a number of this magnitude could 
be exceeded in relatively shot! time in 
an application involving con tinuous 
high-speed switching. 

The new RDI- I B unit eliminates 
both disadvantages. Switclting time 
now is less than 200 p.s (an order of 
magnitude improvement), and hfe ex
pectancy is now almost unlimited. 

Figure I shows a transition from 90 
kHz to 20 kHz. No phase discontinu
ity is visible with an oscilloscope 
sweep rate of 50 p.s/cm. It is important 
to note that this kind of presentation 
perm'ts no assessment of the accuracy 
of the newly-established frequency 
immediately after switchi ng. Synthe
sizer systems employing any kind of 
narrow-band devices after the point of 
frequency SWitching wiJl have stabiliz
mg times and frequency errors which 
may not be insignificant in relation to 
the normaUy high accuracy of synthe
sizers. Uigher·resolution measurement 
techniques are therefore required. 

Fi\IU~ 2. Switching 
toeQu,ncn· 900 k.Hz 

\0 zero Hz. 

Figure 2 shows an example of the 
method that was employed to obtain 
repetitive switching sequences from 
900 kHz to zero frequency, using a 
dc-coupled phase detector for observa
tion. From inspection of the oscillo
graph, it is evident that the proper 
phase relationship is obtained in most 
cases in less than 100 p.s (horizontal 
scale is 200 IJ.Slcm). The lower trace rep
resents the programming signal (voltage 
on "0" programming line). 

Precision sweep capabilities, with 
th e continuously-adjustable decade, 
account for numerous applications of 
GR synthesizers in network character
izal1on. In addition to these capabih
ties, it is now possible to simulate a 

Figure I . Switchll'lll u.fl5.tion, 
90 10 20 k.Hz. 
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sweep by remotely con troUing fre
quency in suitably small increments, 
with no restrictions imposed by relay· 
contact lire. The GR RDI-2, ·3, and-4 
insertion units already are program
mable by the electronic control in 
steps of I MHz or 10 MHz. 

The new 
the 01-1 

RDI-IB unit replaces both 
and the RDI·I units. 

Synt hesizer models without remote 
frequency progrnmming are still avail· 
able, in the future they will be sup
plied with the RDI-I B module but 
without remote-control filtering. Filter 
plugs and remote cables are available 
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separately, on special ordcr. for remOle
control programming, if desired al II 

later date. A IO-line code is normally 
provided but 1-2-4-8 BCD coding is 
available on special order. 

Design Details 

A n important aim of the new 
design was circuit Simplification . This 
was accomplished by using a simple 
transistor input mixer, a new phase· 
lock circuit design , and a divide-by-ten 
circuit differing considerably from the 
previous design . A higher switching 
speed was desired in the phase· lock loop 
that selects the proper digit from a pick· 

G H LO~'lrerisa1952gradl.l8teoITechnische 
Hochschule (DiP! InO EEl. Karlsruhe. W Ger 
many His first employmeotwaswithG. Lor 
em A G .. he joined Canadian GE In 1953. 
Philips Electronics in 1955. National Com 
pany in 1959, working in v<lriouscapaciTillS in 
the VHF·UHF field In 1961. he Joined Gen· 
eral Radio where he has s.pecialized in svn 
thllSizer work. A senlOf member of I EEE . he 
is also a membet' of the Ontario Professional 
Engineers As$ociation 

et fence of frequencies. We obtained it, 
and also an economic advantage, by em· 
ploying silicon diodes to con nect the 
different frequency-<:ontrol capacitors 
and by redesigning the phase-lock loop 
for highest speed consistent with proper 
attenuation of unwanted frequencies. 

Figure 3 shows a simplified sche
matic of the digit oscillator and select
or. Two diodes are used per digit. 
They provide a double path fo r the rf 
current to ground in the "on" state 
and obviate the need fOt an rf choke in 
the "ofr' sta te. The energized end of 
the capacitor is isolated by means of 
the diode back bias. The digit oscil
lator is part of the active filter thai 
selects the proper digit from len avail· 
able frequencies. 

To ilIustrale further the changes in 
design, we divide SO-5 1 MHz by 10 
with an injection-locked oscillator, 
directly synchronized by the high·fre
quency signal. A circuit design. which 
guards against free-running of the 
osciUator, causes the output amplifier 
to turn off automatically when an in
put signa l has not reached the divider. 

Improvements in reliability and in 
performance of the sy nthesizer-digit 
insertion unit combination have been 
attained through reduction of some 
spurious outputs and susceptibility to 
magnetic disturbances. Most signi fi
cant, however, is the reduction of 
sWllching time hom 2 ms to 200 IJS. 

You will note, from Figure 4 , that 
the outer appearance of the RDI- I B is 
very similar to that o f the RDI-J and 
0 1-1 units, indicating interchange com· 
patability. The outward appearance, 
however, is all that is similar. Four 
circuit boards of Identical dimensions 
greatly facilitate semi-automatic align
ment and testing. Functional com
partmentizing and shielding have im· 
proved serviceability and performance 
of the unit. 

- G. H. Lohrer 

Complete spacifiClltiom for tht GR lt60 
RDI·IB art available in The 1969Supplement 
toGft'II!'fiIl Radio C .. alog T. 

Catalog 
Number 

lt6().9485 
It6().948Q 

Description 

1160·ROI_180illit 
tnMnion Unit 

less fIlter plug 
wilh filt .. plug 

Price 
inUSA 

$455.00 
505.00 

All ptlces sublecl 10 q ... nllty dlscounl. 

GENERAL RAoo Experimenter 
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2995-9158 BiMSupply. 

The measurement of capacitor.; un
der dc bias has become more than an 
occasional task for the Type 1680 Au
tomatic Capacitance Bridge, and we 
have responded to this and o ther re
quirements with a companion bias sup
ply. the 2995-91 58. 

This supply provides a bias voltage 
adjustable from 0 to 50 volts' in incre
ments as small as 0.1 volt Voltages can 
be remotely programmed or manually 
set, and a panel meter serves to indicate 
the output level. The 2995-9158 also 
protects the GR 1680 from large cur-

Type 900-G6, -G I 0 Attlnu.tlon Accur.,.y. 

GR 90o-G6 and GR 900-G10 Preci
SIOn Fixed Attenuators are equipped 
with GR900® connectors and have 
values of 6 dB and 10 dB respe<:tively. 
These attenuator.; are much lower in 
SWR and have a more uniform attenua
tion over a wide frequency range than 
units previously obt.mable for 50-ohm 
lines. 

GR 900-020 Adjustable Short Cir
CUit IS • coaxial sliding short cin::uit 
equipped with the GR90Cl connector, 
usable as a tuning and matching element 
or as a reactance standard. 

GR 900-LK I 0 Precision Adjustable 
Line is a tine stretcher with very low 
SWR and unirorm characteristic ·im
pedance and insertion loss, equipped 
with GR900 connector.;. 

MAY/JUNE 1969 

rent surges by instantaneously limiting 
the current whenever a charged or 
shorted capacitor is inadvertently con
nected for measurement . 

An additional feature of this bias 
supply is the very low series impedance 
it presents to the bridge test signal. This 
eliminates the need for corrections to 
the GR 1680 readings on all but the 
highest capacitance range. Engineering 
development was by R. P. Anderson, 
Assistant Group Leader, Impedance 
and Networks Group. 
· Sever. 1 supplies .. an be us.ed in "riel to per
mit .comblned bias volt1le of 150 V. 

Type 9OO·G6, -G 10 SWA. 

Complete specifications for the four 
units above are available in the 1969 
Supplement to General Radio Ca talog 
T. Engineering development was by 
John Zorry, Group Leader, GR Engi
neering Department. 

Catalog Pri08 
N"..- Description in USA 

PrKision Fixed 
Attent.lltOf1l 

0!I00-9850 900-G6 16 dB) $185.00 
0900-9851 900-Gl0 110 dBl 185.00 

0!I00-9430 900·020 Adjust · 160.00 
.bI. Shan Circuit 

0900-9570 9OO·LK10 PrlCKion 245.00 
Adjustabl. Lint 

All ptlc .. It' lub/let to quantltv dllcount . 

Volt.,. R.,.: 0 to 50.0 II . 
AccurKY: (02%+ 10 mV). typical. 
SUobility:IO.l" + I mil), typical for B hou~. 
Impedlinu: Less lhan 0.2 n frornO 101kHz 
DC Cur.-.nt Limit: 40·rnA positive, 100rnA 
neg<ltiYfl 
Tr.nsient Cur,.nt Limit: Less lhan 100 rnA 
within 2 lIS. 
Added 3-Termi,.1 CaPKitllroc:-: Less than I 
pF 
Programming: 100 f"l/V . 

Catalog 
Number Description 

2995-9158 Bi. Supply 

"''''' in USA 

$800.00 

All ptlc .. subj ... t to qUlntlty discount. 

NEW 

Type 900-Gl0 

Type 9()O.02O 

Type 9()().LK10 
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ATLANTA 
' BOSTON 
BF'lIDGEPOF'lT 

' CH ICAGO 
CLEVELANC 
COCOA BEACH 

'CALLAS 
CAYTON 

~&J3..818J 
617 64&0500 
203377()1I16 
312 992 ()8()0 

2111886<1150 
800 2.,·S.22 
2u 637·22.0 
!i13 Uot.f»711 

GENERAL RADIO 
WEST CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS 0 1781 

617 3€Il-4400 

SALES AND SERVICE 

DENVEF'I 303 •• HI22!> 
OETF'lOIT 313261·1750 
GF'lEENSBOF'l O \l1i 288.4316 
HAF'lTFOF'lO 203 658·2496 
HOUSTON 713~'!i112 

HUNTSVILLE 800241 ·!i122 
INOIANAPOt..IS 317 6J6..3907 

' LOSANGELES 213<18g.Q01 
' NEW YOAK INY! 212 964·2722 

tNJ) 201 94331.0 

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION 

AOCHESTEF'I 
PH ILADELPHIA 
SAN DIEGO 

· S ... N F ..... NCISCO 
SEATTLE 
SYRACUSE 

· WASHINGTON. 
BALTIMORE 

31!i 39.·2037 
2 1!i~3D 

7 .. 232·2127 
415 948-8233 

206 GL. 7545 
3154501-9323 

WEST CONCORD. MASSACHUSETTS 01781. USA 
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